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Marketing assets to drive your sales 
of the Fujitsu AI Test Drive

Start



Risk-free access to AI infrastructure

Risk-free and cost-free access to customized 
infrastructure they can use to build a business case for 
their AI projects is a compelling proposition for many 
companies that are starting out on their AI journeys.  
The Fujitsu AI Test Drive, together with Intel®, of fers 
them just that. 

To help you build a business narrative for your customers 
and drive your own sales, we have assembled a 
comprehensive library of both online and of fline 
promotional material. From a roll-up banner, print ad, 
and white paper to social media posts, banners, and 
videos, this kit provides the material to stage compelling 
campaigns of your own across a range of communication 
channels.

Help your customers make the best start  
to their AI journeys.



Register here:
www.fujitsu.com/global/ai-test-drive

Fujitsu AI Test Drive 

Simplified  
access to  
AI adoption

Take the Fujitsu AI Test Drive and 
experience the latest in purpose-built 
AI infrastructure for up to 14 days at 
zero cost. You’ll also receive support 
from Fujitsu experts and a wide partner 
ecosystem whenever you need.

Intel® Xeon® processor

Fujitsu AI Test Drive 

Simplified access  
to AI adoption

Free trial
Experience the latest in purpose‑built AI infrastructure 
for up to 14 days at zero cost.

#PowerToEmpower
Fujitsu experts and a wide partner Ecosystem 
will support you whenever needed.

Register here:
www.fujitsu.com/global/ai‑test‑drive

Customizable 
experience

Easy 
access

Guaranteed 
data protection

AI Test Drive 
clears the way 
for business case 
validation

Direct access for data scientists to 
leading IT infrastructure simplifies 
testing of AI theories and models at 
zero costs

Print ad
Emphasizing the risk- and cost-free aspects 
of the AI Test Drive along with the available 
support, this print ad invites your customers 
to register their interest.

Roll-up banner
A visually striking roll-up banner clearly 
sets out the benefits of the AI Test Drive 
and allows customers to register for it.

White paper
This is a comprehensive explanation 
of how the AI Test Drive enables data 
scientists to validate use cases and build 
a business case.

Fujitsu AI Test Drive:  
Informing

These offline assets encourage your customers to take action 
and find out more about the advantages of the AI Test Drive.

https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=80986
https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=81036
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/wp-ai-test-drive-em-en.pdf
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Partner information 
[Partner contact information / 
co-branding to go here] 

Register here: 
www.fujitsu.com/global/ai-test-drive

Want to know more? 
Start your AI journey with a Fujitsu AI Test Drive.  
For more information, contact your Fujitsu partner or visit  
https://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/data-transformation/
data-driven/ai-test-drive/

Initiating AI projects and ultimately bringing them to a successful 
conclusion means overcoming numerous hurdles. Starting with the 
business case: if you don’t have the computing power and IT 
resources available in your company, to accurately determine the 
specific requirements of the project, it can prove di� ficult to build 
one. The right infrastructure for your AI project is vital to be able 
to carry out specific cost-benefit calculations.

As the technical development continues at a rapid pace, new opportunities are 
opening up for the deployment of AI applications. 
 
Thanks to extensive software optimizations and the addition of dedicated AI 
hardware, such as Intel® Deep Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost) in the latest Intel® 
Xeon® Scalable processors, CPU-based systems have massively improved their deep 
learning performance, making CPU´s shine in many applications. One great example is 
the Fujitsu DX Platform, which leverages Xeon® built-in AI accelerators and Intel® 
OpenVINO™ modules.

Simplified 
access to  
AI adoption

Fujitsu AI Test Drive

Six reasons to take an AI Test Drive

Free trial 
Experience the latest in purpose-built 
AI infrastructure for up to 14 days at 
zero cost.

Customizable experience 
Easily transfer your large data sets 
and receive control of the platform 
for curation, ingestion and cleaning.

Easy access 
Locally available in certified data 
center facilities with a secure 
connection.

Data protection 
All data will be irretrievably deleted 
after the trial period. Guaranteed.

You never walk alone 
Fujitsu experts and a wide partner 
Ecosystem will support you 
whenever needed.

Fast connection 
High speed interconnect.

Kick-start your AI project  
with zero risk 
 
For your test drive, we provide you with 
a cutting-edge IT infrastructure in one 
of our data centers. The Fujitsu AI Test 
Drive was designed by experienced 
system architects and is based on a 
wide range of reference architectures.

Our AI Test Drive provides you the unique opportunity to trial the latest IT 
infrastructure with 100% control and use of your own data for curation, ingestion 
and cleaning. We assemble the components as you need them for your project 
and build the scenarios that are relevant for you. You will also have the opportunity 
to test di� ferent reference architecture options to determine which AI platform is 
right for you. 
 
We also provide you with additional AI expertise as needed through our AI experts 
and experts from our partner ecosystem to further develop your model into a 
watertight business case.

Social media posts
AI Test Drive

Use these posts to draw attention to 
Fujitsu AI Test Drive on social media 
platforms. Included are suggested 
posts for Twitter and LinkedIn. 

The posts serve primarily to start 
a conversation with customers 
and prospects, i.e. to capture 
initial attention, and build trust. 

Now over to you! The posts are an 
ef fective way to keep your business 
visible on your customers’ timelines, 
and to link with information that 
is valuable for their business.

[FUJITSU-RESTRICTED - Internal Use Only]. © Fujitsu 2023.

Behind every 
great AI idea 
is a genuine 
mind.

Let’s get into the details  
and have a focussed  
discussion about your  
next/first AI case. Intel® Xeon® processor

Is it already 
AI or still ML?

Let’s get into the details  
and have a focussed  
discussion about your  
next/first AI case. Intel® Xeon® processor

console.log  
(‘Your AI Test  
Drive will be ready 
right away’)

The Fujitsu AI Test Drive.  
It’s fast. It’s flexible. It’s free. 
Your case, your model.  
Your data. Test it! Intel® Xeon® processor

//Starting_Fujitsu_
ai_test_drive_ 
without_further_
ado

The Fujitsu AI Test Drive.  
It’s fast. It’s flexible. It’s free. 
Your case, your model.  
Your data. Test it! Intel® Xeon® processor

Fujitsu AI Test 
Drive: work with 
your own data on 
your own AI case.

Your AI routine with your 
individual case. 
Under your control. 
On the Fujitsu Test Drive. Intel® Xeon® processor

Fujitsu AI Test 
Drive: work with 
your own data on 
your own AI case.

Your AI routine with your 
individual case. 
Under your control. 
On the Fujitsu Test Drive. Intel® Xeon® processor

Online banners
Banner-type visuals in various formats. They 
feature brief promotional copy and can be 
used in your mailings, newsletters, and other 
communications to promote sales.

Fujitsu AI Test Drive:  
Informing and campaigning

These online assets enable you to put together your campaign, targeting customers 
interested in learning more about the AI Test Drive.

HTML newsletter
This easy-to-read newsletter walks your 
customers through the advantages of the 
AI Test Drive and the support available 
while emphasizing the control that 
customers retain over their data.

Social media copy book
A series of social media posts targeting 
subgroups of your audience, from data 
scientists to decision-makers.

https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=81053
https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=81034
https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=81039


Video 2
Show your customers how to 
get a head start on AI adoption 
by building scenarios relevant 
to their business goals.

Video 3
This video invites customers 
to assemble components 
as they need them for their 
respective projects.

Fujitsu AI Test Drive:  
Informing

This set of videos targets different audiences, from the investor 
to the data scientist and the decision-maker.

Video 4
Listing the full set of reasons to 
take the AI Test Drive, this video 
targets both data scientists 
and decision-makers.

Video 1
Invite your customers to dip 
into the adoption of AI and trial 
the latest in AI infrastructure at 
no cost.

https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=79775
https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=79775
https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=79776
https://mediaportal.ts.fujitsu.com/pages/view.php?ref=79775
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We want to give you creative marketing material that drives your business 
growth with new sales powered by Fujitsu and Intel®. We rely on your 
feedback to make the material as effective as possible and design it 
more closely around the business scenarios of your customers. 

So do let us know: 

•  What material worked well? 
• How did you combine these assets with other marketing material? 
•  What messages did your customers respond to?

To give us your views (or to ask questions), please contact us at:
askfujitsu@fujitsu.com

Good luck with your marketing activities!

Help us to help you
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